
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1083

boom!

Chang Yuan’s words made everyone in the ward feel a tingling scalp.

murderer!

The wanted!

Hearing these two words, everyone in the room felt a tingling scalp.

Especially the Baishan couple, their faces were so scared that they

hurriedly said to Lin Fan anxiously:

“Xiao Fan , you shouldn’t come here. This is a hospital with many

people! The police will find you easily!”

“You Hurry up! The farther you escape, the better! Don’t worry, we

will take care of Bai Yi and will always wait for you…”

In the eyes of the Baishan couple.

Lin Fan is his own child. He was arrested and imprisoned for murder.

The couple had nothing to do.

But now that Lin Fan had escaped, even if the couple was charged with

covering up the suspect, they would definitely not be able to watch Lin

Fan get caught again and be sentenced to death.

Looking at the anxious look of his father-in-law.

The warm current in Lin Fan’s heart became more turbulent. He shook

his head immediately and said with a smile:

“Parents! Don’t worry, I am not a prison escape!”

“But, acquitted!”

What!

Lin Fan’s words made the Baishan couple, as well as everyone in the

room, stay for a while.

Acquitted?

how can that be.

Everyone was full of unbelievable faces, especially Chang Yuan. He

suddenly seemed to have heard the funniest joke, and burst into

laughter:

“Hahaha…Lin Fan, can you make up a good reason for deceiving

people? Not guilty! Release? Are you an idiot when you are those police

officers?”

“They watched you kill someone with their own eyes, how could you

be acquitted!”

“Also, do you think you would be fine if you escaped from prison? I tell

you, the Ye Family will never let you go!”

Ye family!

Hearing this word, and looking at Chang Yuan’s arrogant expression,

Lin Fan’s eyes suddenly narrowed slightly.

“Are you talking about Ye Ming?”

Huh?

The smile on Chang Yuan’s face froze for an instant, and a trace of

astonishment appeared on his face.

He didn’t expect Lin Fan to know Ye Ming.

after all!

From the beginning to the end, Master Ye Ming didn’t personally show

up on this matter, so how did Lin Fan know about it?

But this is more than that.

Lin Fan’s next sentence made Chang Yuan hardly believe his ears.

“By the way, let me tell you one thing! At this time, the Young Master

Ye Ming behind you should be… dead, right?”

Boom!

Lin Fan’s words fell in the ears of Chang Yuan, Shen Taigong and

others, making them stare one by one, suspecting that they had

auditory hallucinations.

Ye Ming, the next heir to the Ye family, is the top young master in

Jiangnan City.

And now, Lin Fan actually said he was dead?

how can that be.

“Lin Fan, you’re starting to talk nonsense again!”

Chang Yuan’s expression was gloomy and terrifying. He stared at Lin

Fan as if he were watching a madman:

“Who is Master Ye Ming? Ye family’s baby, The pillar of the future!”

“And you are just a fugitive! You said they were dead? Hahaha…it’s a

joke!”

Not only Chang Yuan.

Even Shen Taigong and others, as well as the Baiyi family, were

unbelievable.

After all, Ye Ming represents the Ye family.

Who would dare to provoke the Ye Family, let alone kill the Ye Family’s

heir?

This is simply a fantasy.

However, Lin Fan smiled faintly, and said playfully:

“As for whether it’s dead! Ask them, you should know!”

They?

Everyone was taken aback for a moment, and couldn’t figure out who

Lin Fan meant by’they’.

But at this moment.

Da da da!

On the corridor outside the ward, there was a sudden sound of

uniform footsteps.
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